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The influence of the long-range Coulomb forces on the charge-charge correlation functions has been exam-
ined in the Emery three-band model. The Ud50 limit and the mean-field approximation of the Ud→‘ limit
have been studied. The intraband and interband contributions to the dynamically screened correlation functions
are found both for the intercell ~monopole! and intracell ~quadrupole! charge fluctuations. It appears that the
interband monopole processes are responsible for the optical interband transitions. For strong local correlations
(Ud→‘), the threshold energy of these processes is found to be only slightly dependent on the bare hybrid-
ization parameter tpd
0 /Dpd
0
. The value of the threshold energy is comparable with the bare first-neighbor
overlap energy tpd
0
. As expected from experimental observations and previous static, symmetry-based theoret-
ical considerations, the oxygen-oxygen charge correlation function is not screened in the tetragonal lattices, in
contrast to the oxygen-copper (pd) charge correlation function. The intraband coupling of the Raman-active
phonons to the pd intracell charge fluctuations becomes thus substantially screened, but does not vanish, at
variance with the predictions of the static-screening models. It is also found that the mean-field approximation
of the Ud→‘ case can explain the measured magnitude of the plasma frequency, as well as its dependence on
doping, but only in the overdoped high-Tc superconductors.I. INTRODUCTION
In numerous high-Tc compounds a considerable amount
of data related to the dielectric function «(Q,v) has been
collected during the past decade.1–7 The optical-conductivity
measurements provide various information, such as the v
dependence in the Drude regime, the doping dependence of
the plasma frequency, and the material dependence of the
interband absorption edge. Similarly, in the Raman experi-
ments the electronic and ionic charge fluctuations are probed.
The corresponding phonon self-energies, the electron-
phonon coupling constants, and the intracell charge-charge
correlation functions will be screened by «(Q,v), more or
less, according to their symmetries.
The theoretical analyses of these data assume usually re-
duced models suitable for the explanation of particular
problems.8–13 Our purpose here is to construct a more com-
plete ~but still approximate! response theory of the three-
band model, to find the screened charge-charge correlation
functions, and to check the results against the experimental
data. The most important questions, which the simplified
models fail to explain, are as follows. ~i! The structure of the
interband processes as a function of the three-band-model
parameters. ~ii! The dynamic screening of the intracell
charge-charge correlation functions at the optical-phonon
frequencies, in particular in the A1g channel. ~iii! The influ-
ence of the strong local correlations on the copper ions on
both the optical conductivity and Raman spectra. However,
our results will be limited by the use of several approxima-
tions: ~i! To simplify calculations we study the response of
the interacting electrons to the external longitudinal long-
wavelength fields. In this way, the longitudinal dielectric
function and the associated charge-vertex functions will be
determined. ~ii! Another simplification is made by not con-
sidering the short-range Coulomb interactions. ~iii! Finally,
the scattering of electrons on impurities and phonons is taken
into account only phenomenologically.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we analyzePRB 610163-1829/2000/61~10!/6994~11!/$15.00the response of the interacting electrons to the external fields.
The intracell charge fluctuations are symmetrized according
to the space-group symmetry of the tetragonal lattice, and
then the dielectric function is determined by using the corre-
sponding matrix representation of the random-phase approxi-
mation ~RPA!. The screened charge-charge correlation func-
tions are found and discussed in some detail.
In Sec. III we compare the obtained results with the ex-
perimental observations. First, we reexamine the problem of
how the coupling between the electrons and the Raman-
active phonons will be screened by the long-range forces in
YBa2Cu3O72x . Then, the Drude and interband contributions
to the optical conductivity as well as the doping dependence
of the plasma frequencies are discussed in the context of the
strong local correlations on the copper ions. Concluding re-
marks are given in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Three-band model
We consider a response of the interacting holes ~the hole
picture will be used! to the external scalar fields. It will be
assumed that, besides the local Hubbard interaction on the
copper ions Ud , only the long-range Coulomb interactions
are present. The Hamiltonian is of the form
H5H01Hc1Hext. ~1!
Here H0 is the three-dimensional ~3D! bare Hamiltonian:14
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range forces among the intercell ~monopole! charge fluctua-
tions:
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and Hext is the coupling Hamiltonian which couples the ex-
ternal fields to the intercell and intracell charge fluctuations:
Hext’(
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~4!
Vectors rl are attributed to the positions of the copper and
oxygen ions within the two-dimensional ~2D! unit cell; thus
the index lP$d ,px ,py%. We shall draw here a distinction
between the 3D vectors and the 2D vectors by using, respec-
tively, the upper and lower case letters. For example, the
Bravais lattice vector RN5( i51
3 niai[(Rn ,n3) or the wave
vector K[(k,kz). In this sense note that the expressions ~2!
and ~4! contain only the intraplane contributions, while in the
Hamiltonian ~3! there are both the intraplane and interplane
interactions. In H0 it is also assumed that the overlap inte-
grals between the neighboring layers t’ are negligible.
Let us briefly recall the structure of the 2D bare Hamil-
tonian for both the case where Ud50 and the case in which
the large Ud is present. The motivation for simultaneous
treatment of these two cases is the fact that for Ud→‘ ,
described by the mean-field approximation of the slave-
boson approach, H has the same structure as for Ud50. Con-
sequently, both physical situations will be represented by the
same formalism, and will be the subject of easy comparison.
It was previously shown that the large-Ud regime of the
three-band model can be well described by the slave-boson
approach.15 The simplest formalism of this kind corresponds
to the formal limit Ud→‘ . For the latter, the 2D bare Hamil-
tonian takes the form
H05H0~l ,b !1Nl~b221 !, ~5!
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Here Ed5Ed
01l and Ep5Ep
0 are, respectively, the renor-
malized energies of one copper d and two oxygen p orbitals
in the 2D unit cell, and tpd5btpd
0 is the renormalized overlap
energy. In the mean-field approximation for slave bosons, l
and b are quantities which have to be determined self-
consistently by minimization of the thermodynamic potential
V ~see Appendix B!. These expressions describe the Ud
50 limit as well, provided that l50 and b51.
H0(l ,b) is the part of Hamiltonian which can be straight-
forwardly diagonalized. Although the results of this diago-
nalization procedure are well known, we put some of the
corresponding expressions in Appendix A, in order to definethe transformation-matrix elements Uk(L ,l) and the abbre-
viations for the factors frequently used in the text. It is im-
portant to remember that, for l and b which were found
relevant in the high-Tc superconductors ~HTSC’s! by the
electric-field-gradient ~EFG! analysis ~see Fig. 1!,16,17 the
matrix elements Uk(L ,l) have to be used in the complete
form. Evidently, a great simplification occurs in the narrow-
band limit where the expansion of Uk(L ,l) in terms of
tpd /Dpd is allowed.
The 3D bare Hamiltonian will be given on replacing vec-
tors Rn and k in Eqs. ~5!, ~6!, ~A2!, and ~A3! with associated
3D vectors RN and K. Now
H05 (
LKs
EL~K!LKs
† LKs1Nl~b221 !, ~7!
with the band index LP$D ,P ,N%. According to Eq. ~2!, the
Bloch energies EL(K) and the matrix elements UK(L ,l) are
independent of kz . In a more realistic case, where t’ are
finite but ut’u!utpd
0 u, it still holds:18
EL~K!’EL~k!1O~1/mzzL !,
UK~L ,l !’Uk~L ,l !. ~8!
To keep a general form of the RPA equations done below,
from here on we will assume the approximate relations ~8!
rather than the exact t’50 relations.
The simplest way to describe how the Raman-active
phonons will affect the electronic properties is to treat the
phonons as the external fields which will be coupled to the
holes through the Hamiltonian ~4!. In the Bloch representa-
tion one obtains
Hext’ (
K8s8l
(
L1L2
@Uk8~ l ,L1!Uk82q* ~ l ,L2!
3eVl
ext~Q,v!e2i vt1htL1K8s8
† L2K82Qs81H.c.# .
~9!
FIG. 1. Dependence of the tops and bottoms (ELt and ELb) of the
bonding and antibonding bands, as well as the chemical potential m ,
on the parameter Dpd
0 5Ep
02Ed
0
, for Ud→‘ , d50.2. Here Ep50 is
chosen. The values Dpd
0 /t pd
0 51.6, 2.0, 2.4, and 3.0 estimated in the
EFG analysis in HgBa2CuO4.11 , Tl2Ba2CuO6 , YBa2Cu3O7, and
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 compounds are labeled by filled triangles ~Refs. 16
and 17!.
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coefficients Vl
ext(Q,v) can be easily arranged according to
the irreducible representations of the D4h group, which char-
acterize the Raman-active phonons of the HTSC’s, giving
only the coupling between the phonons and the intracell
charge fluctuations of the same symmetry. As can be easily
seen, this Hamiltonian shows also how an actual external
potential @given by Vl
ext(Q,v)5Vext(Q,v)# will be coupled
to the intercell charge fluctuations.
In terms of the Bloch operators, the interacting Hamil-
tonian reads as
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† L3K91Q8s9L4K82Q8s8 ,
~10!
i.e., only monopole-monopole interactions are present in the
considered long-wavelength limit of the Emery model. Our
purpose here is to resolve a few simple ~but general! issues
related to the optical conductivity and Raman spectra. In this
respect note that, after omitting the short-range interactions
among the intracell charge fluctuations, it is impossible for
the pure electronic intracell collective modes to appear di-
rectly in the Raman response.
B. Random-phase approximation
The linear response of the electronic system can be for-
mulated by using the observable L1Ks
† L2K1Qs . To find the
time dependence of its expectation value in the presence of
the external fields, the Scho¨dinger picture can be used, in
which we have
i \
]
]t
d^CuL1Ks
† L2K1QsuC&5^Cu@L1Ks
† L2K1Qs ,H#uC&,
~11!
where uC& is the perturbed ground-state wave function equal
to the sum of the unperturbed one uC0& and the correction
udC&, which contains contributions of all orders in perturba-
tion. Here
d^CuL1Ks
† L2K1QsuC&[^C0uL1Ks
† L2K1QsudC&
1^dCuL1Ks
† L2K1QsuC0& .
~12!
Using Eq. ~12!, it is possible to express the Fourier transform
of the induced charge density on the l orbital as
r l
ind~Q,v!5 eV e
i vt(
Ks
(
L1L2
Uk~ l ,L1!Uk1q* ~ l ,L2!
3d^CuL1Ks
† L2K1QsuC& . ~13!
For the Hamiltonian ~1!, the induced densities are given by
the RPA matrix equation which is of the formr ind~Q,v!5x~Q,v!Vext~Q,v!1x~Q,v!V~Q!r ind~Q,v!.
~14!
Here r ind(Q,v), Vext(Q,v), V(Q), and x(Q,v) are the ma-
trices which elements are respectively r l
ind(Q,v),
Vl
ext(Q,v), Vll8(Q)54p/Q2, and
x ll8~Q,v!5
1
V (Ks (L1L2
Rl
L1L2~k,k1q!Rl8
L2L1~k1q,k!
3
f L1~K!2 f L2~K1Q!
\v2EL2~K1Q!1EL1~K!1i h
. ~15!
For convenience, the charge-vertex functions are introduced:
Rl
L1L2~k,k8!5eUk~ l ,L1!Uk8* ~ l ,L2!. ~16!
The Fermi-Dirac function @11eb[EL(K)2m]#21 is denoted by
f L(K).
As it is previously shown in the q50 analyses of the
three-band model,19 instead of the above matrix representa-
tion, another one is particularly useful ~here called the nK
representation! because it enables a natural separation be-
tween the intercell and intracell charge fluctuations. This rep-
resentation is very convenient in the limit of long wave-
lengths. It is connected with the first one by two
transformation matrices:
A†5
1
2 S 1 1 01/2 21/2 1
1/2 21/2 21
D ,
B5S 1 1 11 21 21
0 1 21
D ,
A†B5B†A51. ~17!
The following induced densities become relevant:
rn
ind~Q,v!5(
l
Bnlr l
ind~Q,v!, ~18!
with the intercell charge transfer, the intracell charge transfer
of the pd symmetry ~usual notation A1g , see Appendix C!,
and the intracell charge transfer of the pp symmetry (B1g or
B2g) corresponding to n51, 2, and 3, respectively. The
fields which couple directly to these densities are
Vn
ext~Q,v!5(
l
AnlVl
ext~Q,v!. ~19!
According to Eq. ~10!, the only nonvanishing term in the
new Coulomb matrix is
Vnn8~Q!5(
ll8
AnlVll8~Q!Al8n8
†
5dn ,1dn8,1V11~Q!,
~20!
with V11(Q)54p/Q2. In spite of this restriction on Vnn8(Q),
the interplay between the intercell and intracell charge fluc-
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in the susceptibility matrix.20 The matrix takes the form
xnn8~Q,v!5(
ll8
Bnlx ll8~Q,v!Bl8n8
†
5
1
V (Ks (L1L2
Rn
L1L2~k,k1q!R
n8
L2L1~k1q,k!
3
f L1~K!2 f L2~K1Q!
\v2EL2~K1Q!1EL1~K!1i h
, ~21!
where the charge-vertex functions are rearranged into one
monopole (n51) and two quadrupole (n52 and 3! terms,
which are given by
Rn
LL8~k,k8!5(
l
BnlRl
LL8~k,k8!. ~22!
The RPA equations which we consider here are thus of the
form
rn1
ind~Q,v!5xn1n~Q,v!Vn
ext~Q,v!
1xn11~Q,v!V11~Q!r1
ind~Q,v!. ~23!
C. Dielectric function
In the longitudinal approach, the dielectric function fol-
lows from the Dyson equation for the screened monopole-
monopole interaction rewritten in the form
V˜ 11~Q,v!5
V11~Q!
«~Q,v! . ~24!
From Eqs. ~7!, ~10!, and ~20!, it straightforwardly follows
that
V˜ 11~Q,v!5V11~Q!1V11~Q!x11~Q,v!V˜ 11~Q,v!,
~25!
and
«~Q,v!512 4pQ2 x11~Q,v!. ~26!
Note that in the present long-wavelength formalism there is
the interband term x11
inter(Q,v) in the dielectric function
@L1L25DP , PD , DN , and ND in Eq. ~21!#, in addition to
the usual intraband one x11
intra(Q,v) (L1L25DD). Since all
associated charge vertices Rn
L1L2(k1q,k) are proportional to
q, the term x11
inter(Q,v) was hidden in the q50
considerations.21,13
Not surprisingly, the transformation of the RPA Eqs. ~23!
into the diagonal form
rn
ind~Q,v!5x˜ nn~Q,v!Vnext~Q,v! ~27!
leads to the same structure of «(Q,v). Here x˜ nn(Q,v) are
the screened charge-charge correlation functions. Let us now
consider the elements of the unscreened and screened sus-ceptibility matrices x(Q,v) and x˜ (Q,v) in some detail. In
the next paragraph we turn to a more detailed discussion of
these functions.
The symmetry of Rn
LL8(k,k8) determines the symmetry of
xnn8(Q,v) and influences the way in which these elements
of the susceptibility matrix will be screened in the RPA. The
leading term in Taylor series expansion
Rn
LL8~k1q,k!’Rn
LL8~k,k!1q„k8RnLL8~k8,k!uk85k1
~28!
is entirely sufficient for the long wavelengths. For the nearly
half filled bonding band only those charge vertices
Rn
LL8(k,k8) are interesting in which L or L8 are equal to D.
The explicit form of leading contributions to all these verti-
ces in the limit of long wavelengths are given in Appendix
C. Here we only notice the following: ~i! The intercell charge
transfer in the interband channel is characterized by R1
LL8(k
1q,k)}q , as mentioned above. ~ii! All R3LL8(k,k8) elements
are antisymmetric at least for one among the symmetry op-
erations x
y , x→2x , or y→2y . The consequence of first
observation is that, although it is proportional to q2, the in-
terband correlation function x11
inter(Q,v) becomes important
in the RPA, because it is multiplied by 4p/Q2, and therefore
will be important in the explanation of the high-frequency
properties of the three-band model. Similarly, the pp charge
fluctuations will not be coupled with other two fluctuations
because of the symmetry ~ii!. Therefore the unscreened sus-
ceptibility matrix can be decomposed into two submatrices:
x~Q,v!5S x11~Q,v! x12~Q,v! 0x21~Q,v! x22~Q,v! 0
0 0 x33~Q,v!
D .
~29!
On the other hand, the screened susceptibility matrix
x˜ (Q,v) is diagonal by definition ~27!. The corresponding
elements are
x˜ 11~Q,v!5
x11~Q,v!
«~Q,v! ,
x˜ 22~Q,v!5x22~Q,v!1x21~Q,v!
V11~Q!
«~Q,v! x12~Q,v!,
x˜ 33~Q,v!5x33~Q,v!. ~30!
It is important to note that both the intraband and inter-
band contributions in all these functions are entirely de-
scribed by parameters of the starting bare Hamiltonian, as in
a recently given analysis of the dielectric properties of the
dipolar crystals.22 There is no need for phenomenological
parameters commonly used in the description of the inter-
band terms.23,24 But, unlike in the dipolar crystals, the
Lorentz-Lorenz form of the interband contribution to the di-
electric function does not appear in the present three-band
model.
Evidently, for one interested in the Raman-active
phonons, the functions x˜ 22(Q,v0) and x˜ 33(Q,v0) are impor-
tant, where v0 is the phonon frequency. The result ~30!
6998 PRB 61IVAN KUPCˇ IC´clearly explains that both functions x˜ 22
intra(Q,v0) and
x˜ 33
intra(Q,v0) remain finite, and that the measured phonon
self-energies ~their anomalies in particular! are presumably
related with the intraband processes.
Susceptibility matrix
Let us first see the limit of the weak splitting Dpd[Ep
2Ed!tpd , which is characterized by the pd ‘‘dimerization’’
gap. The magnitude of the gap is proportional to Dpd , and its
wave vector is equal to 6(2p/a ,2p/a ,0). It is convenient
to reduce this problem additionally by omitting both the in-
terband contributions related to the nonbonding band and the
pp charge fluctuations. The susceptibility matrix takes now
the form
x~Q,v!5S x11~Q,v! x12~Q,v!
x21~Q,v! x22~Q,v! D , ~31!
which is common for all models with site-energy dimeriza-
tion. Although the difference uk
22vk
2 is a complicated func-
tion of Dpd , the factor Dpd can be easily recognized in it,
due to the relation
tk~uk
22vk
2!52Dpdukvk . ~32!
Thus it will vanish in the limit Dpd→0. Two charge vertices
R1
DP(k1q,k) and R2DD(k1q,k), which are proportional to
this difference, disappear for q→0, Dpd→0 as well, so that
the expression ~31! reduces to
x~Q,v!5S x11intra~Q,v! 00 x22inter~Q,v!D . ~33!
After eliminating the nonbonding band, closing the dimeriza-
tion gap makes the bonding and antibonding bands appear as
two parts of a single square-lattice band with twice the origi-
nal Brillouin zone. It turns out also that r2
ind(Q,v)[r1ind@Q
6(2p/a ,2p/a ,0),v# , and only one kind of the charge fluc-
tuations @r1
ind(Q,v)# exists in this case.
In the three-band model the above decoupling occurs in
the Dpd→0 limit indeed. But, in contrast to the simple mod-
els with the site-energy dimerization, here the lattice does
not undergo the unit-cell transformation, since the symmetry
of the lattice is not changed for Dpd50 and thus the original
symmetry of the whole crystal is retained. The above weak
splitting consideration explains the fact that the vertices
R1
DP(k1q,k) and R2DD(k1q,k) describe those interband
and intraband processes of the electronic system in which the
dimerization potential dissipates an extra momentum
6\(2p/a ,2p/a ,0).
This issue can be reconsidered in a more general frame as
well, with a dimerization gap Dpp[Epx2Epy also present.
Several new terms in xnn8(Q,v) appear in this case. Since
the symmetry x
y is broken, some off-diagonal terms
xnn8(Q,v), n53 or n853 become finite, leading possibly
to the coupling between the intercell and pp intracell charge
fluctuations, and to a more complicated form of the screened
pp charge correlation function x˜ 33(Q,v).
To conclude, whenever the regime Dpp50 is in question,
the results ~30! can be used. Especially valuable consequenceof Eqs. ~30! is that the pp charge correlation function does
not suffer screening, even in the static, long-wavelength
limit, in contrast to the intercell charge correlation function
which will be totally screened out and the intraband part of
the pd charge correlation function which will be mostly
screened in this limit. It is previously shown that, even when
the short-range forces are taken into account, the off-
diagonal terms Vnn8(Q), n53 or n853, remain zero.11
Therefore the function x˜ 33(Q,v) will be screened in Eq. ~14!
neither via the off-diagonal terms of the susceptibility matrix
nor of the Coulomb matrix.
Although in the static limit the intraband part of the pd
charge correlation function does not disappear in general, it
can be shown from
x˜ 22
intra~Q’0,0 !5x22intra~Q’0,0 !1
4p
Q2«~Q’0,0 !
3x21
intra~Q’0,0 !x12intra~Q’0,0 ! ~34!
that in two particular cases it will. First, in the weak-splitting
limit Dpd→0 the vertex R2DD(k1q,k) and thus the function
x˜ 22
intra(Q’0,0) are negligible. Similarly, for the strong-
splitting limit Dpd@tpd follows R2
DD(k1q,k)’R1DD(k
1q,k) and x˜ 22intra(Q’0,0)’ x˜ 11intra(Q’0,0)}Q2. This means
that in the strong-splitting limit, with the static screening
included, the susceptibility ~31! takes the form which is
known from the previous q50 analysis of the three-band
model21
x˜ ~0,0!5S 0 00 x22inter~0,0! D . ~35!
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
There are numerous measurements on the HTSC’s the
results of which are closely related to the questions discussed
in the last section. We shall put now some of these questions
in the experimental context. We shall first discuss the
Raman-active optical phonons in the YBa2Cu3O72x
materials4,5 and then examine some details of the optical-
conductivity spectra.1–3
A. Raman-active phonons
The Raman-active optical phonons represent a powerful
probe of the electronic system at optical frequencies.4,5 In the
materials with two molecules CuO2 per primitive cell
(M Ba2Cu3O72x , M5Y, Eu, Gd, for example! several
Raman-active phonons are found. To treat the effect of the
electronic system on one of these phonons ~characterized by
n and Q, in the tetragonal lattices!, we start with the Hamil-
tonian
H5H01Hc1Hel2ph1Hph. ~36!
PRB 61 6999CHARGE-CHARGE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN THE . . .TABLE I. The electron-phonon coupling constants a l and an for five Raman-active phonons of
YBa2Cu3O7. According to the EFG analysis ~Ref. 16!, the average ion charges 3, 2, 1.54, 1.64, 21.71,
21.72, 21.72, and 21.52 for, respectively, Y, Ba, Cu~1!, Cu~2!, O~1!, O~2!, O~3!, and O~4! ions are used
in the calculation. The frequencies are from Ref. 5.
v@cm21# ad apx apy a2 a3
A1g Ba↑ 132 1.94 2.23 2.25 0.15 20.01
Cu(2)↑ 150 1.59 1.72 1.70 0.15 20.01
O(2)↑ O(3)↑ 440 21.39 22.01 22.03 0.32 0.01
O(1)↑ 500 22.04 21.69 21.68 20.18 20.01
B1g O(2)↑ O(3)↓ 340 0.00 0.49 20.56 0.02 0.52Here Hel2ph is the coupling Hamiltonian ~9! shown in the
nK representation, with the fields Vn
ext(Q,v) expressed in
terms of the phonon operators anQ
†
, and Hph is the phonon
Hamiltonian
Hph5\v0anQ
† anQ . ~37!
There are a few questions which have to be addressed here.
First of all, the orthorhombic distortion of the lattices mixes
up the symmetries A1g and B1g , so that in the superconduct-
ing compounds YBa2Cu3O72x ~where the data given in
Table I are taken! all the considered phonons and the rel-
evant intracell charge fluctuations belong to the representa-
tion Ag . Consequently, to employ reasonably the results of
preceding section in these compounds, the rate of this admix-
ture has to be estimated. As argued below, for the phonons
this admixture is of order 1/15. Second, the electron-phonon
coupling will be also affected by the electronic interband
excitations. But, until the characteristic energies of the exci-
tations are significantly larger than the phonon energy, these
corrections are expected to be negligible and only the intra-
band processes are relevant @which are of the A1g or B1g
symmetry, according to Eq. ~C1!#. Third, to describe cor-
rectly the screened electron-phonon coupling constants in the
A1g channel, it is necessary to throw away the static screen-
ing, as discussed above.
Finally, we find
Hel2ph’
1
AN (Ks Gn~K1Q,K!Rn
DD~k1q,k!
3DK1Qs
† DKs~anQ1an2Q
† !. ~38!
As it was previously shown,8 the leading contribution to the
electron-phonon coupling constant Gn(K1Q,K) for the
Raman-active phonons does not depend on the wave vectors.
In the ionic model of the electron-phonon coupling the result
Gn~K1Q,K!5A \2M l0v0ez~ l0 ,n!
ean
urd2rpxu
2 ~39!
is obtained. Here M l0 is the mass of one among the ions
involved and ez(l0 ,n) is the corresponding normalization
constant @structure of the constant ez(l0 ,n) for a few ex-
amples can be found in Ref. 12#. The dimensionless con-
stants a2 and a3 can be easily found for each phonon mode
of interest, by using an5( lAnla l . The values of a l and anfor five Raman-active phonons are given in Table I, obtained
with the aid of the Ewald method and the point-charge ap-
proximation. In the calculation the average ionic charges qi
estimated in the EFG analysis are used.16 ~The procedure of
calculation a l can be found in Ref. 8. The accuracy of this
calculation can be illustrated by comparing the calculated
value eapx /urd2rpxu
2’2 V/Å with the corresponding ex-
perimentally estimated values 1.3 V/Å and 1.53 V/Å re-
ported in Ref. 25.! As shown in Table I, it is confirmed that
the Raman-active phonon at 340 cm21 is of the pp symme-
try ~i.e., B1g) and all the other of the pd symmetry (A1g),
with 1 in 15 accuracy. At this level of approximation, the
coupling Hamiltonian ~38! can be used in the orthorhombic
YBa2Cu3O72x compounds, as well.
The influence of the interacting electrons on the phonon
properties can be summarized by showing the phonon self-
energies
Sn~Q,v0!’uGnu2x˜ nnintra~Q,v0!, ~40!
where the arguments of the electron-phonon coupling con-
stants are suppressed, the interband terms x˜ nn
inter(Q,v0) as
well ~see the corresponding diagrams shown in Fig. 2!. Simi-
larly, the screened electron-phonon vertices can be written in
the form
G˜ 2R2
DD~k1q,k!5G2FR2DD~k1q,k!
1x21
intra~Q,v0!
V11~Q!
«~Q,v0! R1
DD~k1q,k!G ,
G˜ 3R3
DD~k1q,k!5G3R3
DD~k1q,k!. ~41!
Note that for the case of strong splitting G˜ 2R2
DD(k1q,k)
’G2R2
DD(k1q,k)/«(Q,v0) holds, with the further simpli-
fication G˜ 250 and S2(Q,0)50 in the static limit. Clearly,
FIG. 2. The phonon self-energies Sn(Q,v0) and the screened
electron-phonon coupling constants G˜ nRn
DD(k1q,k) of the Raman-
active phonons in the tetragonal lattices.
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phonon coupling for the A1g phonons would be exclusively
given by the interband channels @which are neglected in Eqs.
~40! and ~41!#. This in particular means that all the A1g
phonons would exhibit a normal behavior, the hardening of
the frequencies when the temperature decreases, regardless
of the superconducting ordering. The experiments however
deny this simplified scenario. Specifically, the measurements
in YBa2Cu3O72x had shown that the B1g phonon exhibits in
the superconducting phase the anomalous softening of the
frequency with the decreasing of temperature,4 in contrast to
all other phonons for which this effect is significantly
smaller, but does not vanish.
In conclusion, the expressions ~40! and ~41! incorporate
most of the arguments mentioned in the previous discussions
of this topic,10,8,12 but, as mentioned above, underline a fur-
ther one, that in order to describe the effect of the supercon-
ducting ordering on the phonon self-energies and to estimate
the screened electron-phonon vertices, the dynamic screen-
ing ~at v5v0) has to be taken into account. This will lead
to a finite change S2
s (Q,v0)2S2n(Q,v0)}x˜ 22intra,s(Q,v0)
2x˜ 22
intra,n(Q,v0) in particular, in accordance with the experi-
ments, and in contrast to the previous conclusions based on
the static-screening model.10 ~Here the indices n and s stand
for the normal and the superconducting phase, respectively.!
Generally speaking, the scattering of electrons on impuri-
ties as well as the compatibility of the charge vertices
Rn
DD(k1q,k) and the superconducting order parameter may
also have a large impact on x˜ nn
intra,s(Q,v0).10,6 If these depen-
dences were brought into Sn
s (Q,v0) a complicated expres-
sion would be obtained, which cannot be fitted to the experi-
mental data in any meaningful way.
B. Optical-conductivity measurements
To compare quantitatively the expression ~26! with the
optical data, it is necessary first to incorporate the relaxation
processes in the analysis, at least in a phenomenological
way. Two damping terms will be used here for this purpose,
S15\/t for the intraband processes (t is the usual relax-
ation time which includes the scattering of electrons on im-
purities and phonons! and S2 for the interband ones ~which
describes, for example, the phonon-assisted interband
processes!.23 Moreover, it is necessary to include in «(Q,v)
the contributions of all other interband transitions for the
bands which are not involved in the considered three-band
model @see the term «‘(Q,v) in Eq. ~42!#. Finally, it is
essential to resolve the origin and structure of the anomalous
mid-infrared contributions to the optical conductivity.
Our analysis of the optical data is evidently superficial in
sense that the mid-infrared contributions are not taken into
consideration. But, all other contributions are treated satis-
factorily and might be used as a basis for further analyses of
the optical data. At this level of approximation the relevant
form of the microscopic dielectric function is
«~Q,v!5«‘~Q,v!2
4p
Q2 @
x11
intra~Q,v ,S1!
1x11
inter~Q,v ,S2!# . ~42!The corresponding macroscopic dielectric function can be
obtained by using the dynamic, long-wavelength limit of Eq.
~42!. In the intraband term of x11(Q,v) it is convenient to
use the following long-wavelength expansion of the Bloch
energies:
ED~K1Q!’ED~k!2\ (
a5x ,y
va~k!qa
2
\2
2m (a5x ,y (b5x ,y gab~k!qaqb
11O~1/mzzD !. ~43!
Here va(k) is the group velocity of electrons and gab(k) is
the static Raman-vertex function.26 Similarly, in the corre-
sponding interband term the expansions of the charge verti-
ces ~C2! and ~C3! are useful.
Let us first briefly consider the anisotropy of the plasmon
dispersion for the case Q5(qx ,qy ,qz). Then follows the de-
tailed comparison of the macroscopic dielectric function with
the experimental data @the case where Q5(qx ,0,0) or Q
5(0,qy ,0) will be assumed#.
The dispersion of 3D plasmons vpl(Q) can be easily
found by considering the real part of «(Q,v). When the
plasmon energies \vpl(Q) are smaller than the bare inter-
band absorption edge Ep2m , the susceptibility
x11
inter(Q,v ,S2) can be omitted in the equation
Re$e~Q,vpl!%50 ~44!
in the first step. Furthermore, in this energy range it is ex-
pected that Re$«‘(Q,v)%’«‘ . By using the limit S1→0,
one obtains a highly anisotropic dispersion
vpl
2 ~Q!’4pe
2ne
«‘mxx
qx
21qy
2
Q2
’Vpl
2 Q i
2
Q i21Q’2
, ~45!
exactly as expected for the 2D conductors. Here (mxx)21
52a2tpd
2 /(\2Dpd) is the mass scale which in the strong-
splitting limit coincides with the diagonal components
of the 2D reciprocal-electron-mass tensor. Vpl
5A4pe2ne /(mxx«‘) is the frequency of classical plasma,
and Qi5(qx ,qy,0), Q’5(0,0,qz). The effective concentra-
tion of conducting electrons ne is defined here by
ne5
mxx
m
1
V (Ks ~2 !gxx~k! f D~K!. ~46!
For the index aP$x ,y%, the macroscopic dielectric func-
tion reads as
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m
mxx
Vpcne
~\V0!
2
\v
\v2i S1
~\v!21S1
2
2 (
L5N ,P
4p
V (Ks U ]]ka R1LD~k8,k!Uk85k
2
f D~k!
3S 1\v2EL~k!1ED~k!1i S2
2
1
\v2ED~k!1EL~k!1i S2
D . ~47!
At the level of approximation used in Eq. ~45!, the real part
of «(qa ,v) takes the usual Drude-like form
Re$«~qa ,v!%’«‘2
m
mxx
Vpcne
~\V0!
2
~\v!21S1
2 . ~48!
The frequency of the in-plane plasma motion can be thus
expressed in terms of three adjustable parameters «‘ ,
mxx /m , and t ~or S1):
Vpl
2 5
m
mxx
Vpcne
V0
2
«‘
21/t2. ~49!
Note that the frequency V05A4pe2/(mVpc), which is intro-
duced here as the frequency-scale parameter, has in the
La22xSrxCuO4 compounds the value \V0’3.8 eV @Vpc
5a2c/2# .
The imaginary part of «(qa ,v) determines the real part
of the optical conductivity saa(v). Since in the hole picture
the absorption is characterized by v,0, one obtains
Re$saa~v!%5
v
4pIm$«~qa ,v!%
5
m
mxx
Vpcne
S1
~\v!21S1
2 \
V0
2
4p
1 (
L5N ,P
1
V (Ks U ]]ka R1LD~k8,k!Uk85k
2
3
2vS2 f D~k!
@\v2ED~k!1EL~k!#21S2
2
1
v
4pIm$«‘~qa ,v!%~v,0 !. ~50!
The first term in Eq. ~50! is the Drude term. The second one
describes the contribution of the interband transitions from
the bonding band into the nonbonding and antibonding
bands. Finally, the third one describes all other interband
transitions. According to the presumptions of the three-band
model, for S2→0, the interband transitions start at the bare
interband absorption edge Ep2m . In general, Re$saa(v)%
will depend on the fourth adjustable parameter S2 as well,
and, at higher energies in particular, on the structure of
Im$«‘(qa ,v)%.
The expressions ~48!–~50! will be now compared with the
optical data measured in the La22xSrxCuO4 andYBa2Cu3O61x compounds. The results are shown in Figs.
3–6. Note that, instead of the parameters tpd and Dpd used in
the previous sections, here we show the results in terms of
the mass ratio mxx /m and the bare interband absorption edge
Ep2m . Good agreement is achieved for mxx /m51.4, Ep
2m51.75 eV, and «‘54 in La1.8Sr0.2CuO4 and for
mxx /m50.4, Ep2m51.5 eV, and «‘53 in YBa2Cu3O6.9 .
The conclusions of this comparison are as follows.
The typical experimental value of the ~in-plane! plasma
energy in the superconducting La22xSrxCuO4 compounds is
\Vpl’0.8 eV ~see Fig. 3!, in a significant departure from
the standard free-electron value @corresponds to mxx /m51,
FIG. 3. The real part of the dielectric function as a function of
relaxation time t5S1 /\ ~a! and mass ratio mxx /m ~b!. The param-
eters which satisfactorily fit the measured data ~long-dashed curves,
from Refs. 2 and 3! are: mxx’1.4m , «‘54 @~a!#; mxx’1.4m , «‘
54, S150.05 eV @curve A in ~b!#; mxx’0.4m , «‘53, S1
50.05 eV @curve B in ~b!#.
FIG. 4. Plasma frequency as a function of the doping d in the
case Ud50 (mxx’1.4m ,«‘54,S150.05 eV). The experimental
points ~filled diamonds! are from Ref. 2.
7002 PRB 61IVAN KUPCˇ IC´«‘51, Vpcne512d , and S150 in Eq. ~49!#, which is ex-
pected to be \Vpl’3.4 eV at the doping d50.2. Such a
large reduction of \Vpl is ascribed primarily to the large «‘ .
This energy also depends on the mass ratio, but, for S1
,0.1 eV, it is practically independent of S1. It can be no-
ticed here that both Vpl
2 and Re$«(qa ,v)% are complicated
functions of the mass ratio, though for the narrow bands ~i.e.,
in the strong-splitting limit of the three-band model! one has
the simple relation gaa(k)’m/mxx cos kaa which leads to
the linear dependance Vpl
2 }m/mxx . Interestingly, the results
FIG. 5. The interband contributions to the optical conductivity
of the three-band model (S250.1 eV,Ep2m51.5 eV,mxx
’0.4m). The D→N (D→P) contribution corresponds to the tran-
sitions between the bonding and nonbonding ~antibonding! bands.
For clarity the intensity of the D→P contribution is multiplied by
50. The experimental data ~dotted curve! are from Ref. 3.
FIG. 6. Optical conductivity of the three-band model ~with the
fermion-boson contributions suppressed! as a function of mass ratio
~a! and damping ~b!. For simplicity S15S2[S is assumed. The
values of the adjustable parameters are: Ep2m51.5 eV, S
50.1 eV, mxx’m ~curve A! and mxx’0.4m ~curve B! in ~a!; Ep
2m51.75 eV, mxx’1.4m in ~b!. For clarity the typical measured
data are also shown ~dotted curves, from Refs. 2 and 3!.of the EFG analysis, when considering the different HTSC
families, imply the increase of the band widths ~i.e., the de-
crease of the mass ratio! when T c raises ~Fig. 1!. The results
of the present analysis, shown in Fig. 3~b!, point at the same
conclusion, but note that the estimated Dpd
0 (3tpd0 and 4.5tpd0
for YBa2Cu3O6.9 and La1.8Sr0.2CuO4, respectively! are
shifted to the higher values.
The question which remains is how Vpl depends on dop-
ing. Experiments reveal two different dependences, the hole-
like ~found in the underdoped and the optimally doped com-
pounds! and the electronlike ~in the overdoped materials!,
characterized respectively by ]Vpl /]d.0 and ]Vpl /]d,0
~see the experimental data from Ref. 2 shown in Fig. 4!. For
Ud50, the plasma frequency ~49! depends on the doping
only through the variation of the chemical potential, giving
rise to the ]Vpl /]d,0 behavior for the entire range of in-
terest 0,d,1, as shown in Fig. 4. In the Ud→‘ limit,
however, the mass ratio mxx /m and the product
mxx /mgxx(k) both are dependent on d . As mentioned above,
all dependences of mxx /mgxx(k) on d cancel out in the
strong-splitting limit. In a general case one usually assumes
that these ones will be finite but negligible.13 The extensive
analysis of the mean-field approximation has shown, in this
respect, that the mass ratio ~nearly proportional to b22) has
two qualitatively different behaviors ]mxx /]d.0 ~for the
wide bands, Dpd
0 ,4tpd
0 ) and ]mxx /]d,0 ~for the narrow
bands, Dpd
0 .4tpd
0 ).27 Thus the only way to explain in the
mean-field approximation the experimental observation at
small dopings that ]Vpl /]d.0 is to consider the strong-
splitting limit.13 This is also in contrast with the conclusions
of the EFG analysis which support the opposite picture of
wide bands. When considering the interband terms, it is es-
sential to stress that the expression ~42! excludes the possi-
bility of dipole-active intracell electronic collective modes
~e.g., Frenkel excitons! which are present, for example, in
dipolar crystals.22
We now turn to the structure of the incoherent interband
contributions to Re$saa(v)%. Two of these contributions are
explicitly calculated here. They are attributed to the transi-
tions from the states on Fermi level to the states of nearly the
same wave vector in the antibonding and nonbonding bands
~in Fig. 5 they are labeled by D→P and D→N , respec-
tively!. For the wide bands and S2’0 the result is a broad
continuous spectrum which starts at the bare absorption edge
Ep2m . However, if S2 is finite, the absorption edge will be
moved to lower energies, exactly as one expects for the
phonon-assisted interband transitions.23 It is important to no-
tice here that the coherence factor ]R1
PD(k8,k)/]ka8 uk85k
}uk
22vk
2 is responsible for a significant decline of the D
→P contribution. In the wide band regime @see Eq. ~32!# this
contribution almost disappears, as can be seen in Fig. 5. This
apparently means that at energies larger than 2.5 eV the
spectrum Re$saa(v)% is mostly associated with Im$«‘(v)%
rather than with two abovementioned interband transitions.
In the Ud→‘ limit we obtain Ep2m to be nearly con-
stant and of the order of tpd
0
, in the broad range of Dpd
0 ~see
Fig. 1!. This qualitatively agrees with the experimental evi-
dence that at not too large dopings the value of the absorp-
tion edge is only slightly material dependent.2,3
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only one kind of the interband contributions among the three
bands ~the D→P and D→N ones!. These contributions, to-
gether with the associated Drude contribution, obey some
conductivity sum rules ~see Fig. 6!. In the strong-splitting
limit of the Ud→‘ case the integrated intensities of both of
these contributions are proportional to the ratio m/mxx and
thus to d . They will be negligible for small dopings, pointing
at the significant role of the fermion-boson excitations ~asso-
ciated with a new absorption edge which is of the order
Dpd
0 ).15 Under such conditions the latter excitations will be
responsible almost for entire weight of the complete inte-
grated intensity of the three bands. For the wide bands how-
ever, even for Ud→‘ , it is expected that former two contri-
butions will take a large share of the total integrated
intensity, again with the measurable signals in the experi-
mental spectra. In the energy range of interest ~see Fig. 1! the
energy Dpd
0 is larger than Ep2m , so it is natural to generalize
Eq. ~50! in such a manner that Im$«‘(Q,v)% includes also
the fermion-boson contributions. All expressions given here
will be thus valid concomitantly for both considered limits.
Finally, note that although two thresholds at nearly Ep
2m and Dpd
0 are expected for Ud→‘ , the measured mid-
infrared absorption edge at nearly 50 meV obviously cannot
be understood in the framework of the above model.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented the calculation of the
dielectric function in the Emery three-band model. In the
static strong-splitting limit our results reduce to the ones
known from numerous previous analyses. Beyond this limit
the most important results are the following. ~i! For Ud50,
with the short-range terms in the Coulomb matrix omitted,
only the incoherent electron-hole transitions appear in the
interband channel of the optical conductivity. If the strong
local correlations are taken into account, there is another
threshold energy associated with the fermion-boson excita-
tions. For the parameters of the considered model estimated
in the EFG analysis, the ratio between these two thresholds is
2–3, in strong contrast with the ratio between the measured
interband and mid-infrared thresholds, which is about 40. ~ii!
The magnitude of the plasma frequencies and their doping
dependence measured in the overdoped compounds can be
quantitatively explained in the three-band model provided
that the large Ud is present. The holelike behavior
]Vpl /]d.0 found for Ud→‘ strongly contrasts the conclu-
sions of the EFG analysis. ~iii! The pp charge correlation
function in the tetragonal lattices will be screened only by
the corresponding short-range interactions, while the pd
charge correlation function becomes dynamically screened
by the long-range interactions. As a consequence, the intra-
band contribution to the self-energy of the A1g Raman-active
phonons will be small but finite, and thus sensitive to the
superconducting ordering.
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acknowledged.APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATIONS
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian ~6! leads to the
following Bloch energies:
ED~k!5
1
2 ~Ed1Ep!2A
1
4 ~Ep2Ed!
21tk
2
,
EP~k!5
1
2 ~Ed1Ep!1A
1
4 ~Ep2Ed!
21tk
2
,
EN~k!5Ep , ~A1!
which are attributed to the bonding, antibonding, and non-
bonding bands, respectively. The associated Bloch operators
are
Lks
† 5
1
AN (n e
ikRn(
l
e ikrlUk~L ,l !lns† . ~A2!
The transformation-matrix elements Uk(L ,l) are as follows:
S Uk~D ,d ! Uk~D ,px! Uk~D ,py!Uk~P ,d ! Uk~P ,px! Uk~P ,py!
Uk~N ,d ! Uk~N ,px! Uk~N ,py!
D
5S uk vkUk vkVk2vk ukUk ukVk
0 2Vk* Uk*
D . ~A3!
Here the following abbreviations are used:
uk5
Ed2EP~k!
A@EP~k!2Ed#21tk2
,
vk5
tk
A@EP~k!2Ed#21tk2
,
Uk5
txk
tk
,
Vk5
tyk
tk
,
txk522 i tpd sin
1
2 ka1 ,
tyk522 i tpd sin
1
2 ka2 ,
tk5Autxku21utyku2. ~A4!
APPENDIX B: SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATIONS
FOR UD\‘
At zero temperature the thermodynamic potential of the
model ~5! can be written in the form
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ks
@ED~k!2m#Q@m2ED~k!#1Nl~b221 !.
~B1!
For the doping of conducting planes d and if the unrenor-
malized energy difference Dpd
0 is given, the parameters m , l ,
and b follow from three integral equations:
2
1
N
]V
]m
511d ,
1
N
]V
]l
50,
1
N
]V
]b 50, ~B2!
as reported earlier.15,11,16 The boundary shape of the bonding
and antibonding bands for d50.2 is shown in Fig. 1 in the
main text as a function of Dpd
0
. The nonbonding band coin-
cides with the level Ep .
APPENDIX C: CHARGE-VERTEX FUNCTIONS
In the limit of long wavelengths the leading term in the
vertices Rn
LL8(k1q,k) can be found by using Eqs. ~16!, ~28!,
~A3!, and ~A4!. For the nearly half filled bonding band the
following vertices are important:R1
DD~k1q,k!’e ,
@A1g#R2
DD~k1q,k!’e~uk
22vk
2!,
@B1g#R3
DD~k1q,k!’evk
2~ uUku22uVku2!, ~C1!
R1
PD~k1q,k!’q„k8R1PD~k8,k!uk85k
’(
a
qa
eatpd
2
EP~k!2ED~k!
uk
22vk
2
tk
sin kaa ,
@A1g#R2
PD~k1q,k!’22eukvk ,
@B1g#R3
PD~k1q,k!’eukvk~ uUku22uVku2!, ~C2!
R1
ND~k1q,k!’q„k8R1ND~k8,k!uk85k ,
’
eatpd
2
EN~k!2ED~k!
2uk
tk
S qx sin12 ka2 cos12 ka1
2qy sin
1
2 ka1 cos
1
2 ka2D ,
R2
ND~k1q,k!’q„k8R2ND~k8,k!uk85k ,
@B2g#R3
ND~k1q,k!’22evkUkVk . ~C3!
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